Astrology, Palmistry and Ancient Moon Gardening

Earth Moon and Stars
July 2013 with Kerry Galea
Ph: 0419 382 131

Email: kerry@kerrygalea.com.au

Web: www.kerrygalea.com.au

To each and every one of you; look at your hands and know that you are unique, and look at the stars and know that you are part of something
greater than yourself.

Your Sun Sign Forecast for July 2013

Exciting News….

I am delighted to announce I will be doing a
Aries 20 March – 19 April
workshop with Zee Dammerel who created the
The home and family concerns will take all your
wonderful and serene Artisans Garden in
energy. When you think all is going well there will
Koonwarra. Visit when you have a a cuppa at
be confusion and misunderstandings galore.
the Bakehouse.
Along with drama and tensions. But in the end
everything will work out perfectly as long as you
Mother Nature, the Moon and You.
stay mindful of your family’s (including parents)
A powerful three way combination for creating the
needs and expectations.

garden you have always dreamed of”
When we combine our wisdom with Nature's and
Taurus 20 April – 20 May
This is a bad time to make sudden decisions. Best the Moon's energies magical things can happen wait till later in the month and even then reflect LEARN HOW!
carefully before deciding anything. But this is a
great time to prepare a document, work on a
plan, or go over and correct projects. Just don’t
say it’s finished. Because it won’t be!

In this course we (Kerry Galea and Zee Dammerel) show you
how to use the Moon's wisdom to your advantage. We'll
present a good understanding of Ancient Moon Gardening
and how to apply it every day in your gardening for great
results.
We'll also talk about our relationship with nature and how
when you partner with nature's intelligence you'll learn how
to grow gardens you'll never want to leave. Basic guidelines
for building an energy garden? Yes, we'll give you those as
well!

Gemini 21 May – 20 June
If you spent last month thinking big, then your
earning ability is about to change. What you have
is of value and now needs respect, management When: 24th August Time: 9 til 4.30
and protection. Grab opportunities around you. Where: The Gallery Space behind Millie and Romeos Cafe,
Grow your resources, and you will have help with Koonwarra
decisions. Life is like a small business. Learn and Cost: $95
($30 deposit to secure your place - non refundable if cancelled within 3
manage it like a good leader.
days)
Call or email now to secure your place.
Cancer 21 June – 22 July
On one hand you want to charge ahead but every
time you do something stops you. So you may as
well stop. Get all the details sorted, make sure Quote of the Month:
you have what you need, and gather paperwork.
A good cake begins with preparation. Then by Communication is something that people often say they'd love
later this month press the GO button!
to improve. To be more exact, other people's communication is
something that people often say they'd like to improve.
Leo 23 July – 22 Aug
Erik Teichmann
You have Venus in your sign and she brings a

sense of fun and comfort. On the surface you are
all light and bubbles. But other influences suggest
that underneath you are in a process of deep
thought and realignment. Some values were
inherited from your generational family. Do you
still want these values?
Virgo 23 Aug – 22 Sep
This is a month to become part of a bigger
organization. And it will give you benefits. There
is happiness as well as collective power when you
become part of something bigger than yourself. A
team can achieve many goals. Later in the month
you will be noticed and people will be drawn to
meet you.
Libra 23 Sep – 22 Oct
There are huge opportunities at work. Decide
what you want and if you want it; go for it. It will
take a while to manifest and may appear to be
withheld from you at first. And avoid
confrontation. But never fear; your time will
come and it will turn out to be better than you
expect.
Scorpio 23 Oct – 21 Nov
You have a thirst for the truth, but someone is
holding back. Bide your time as you will
eventually find out later in the month. There is
power in knowledge, so ask for advice and learn
for yourself. This may involve travel. And it’s
never too late to learn! Your work will also bring
benefits.
Sagittarius 22 Nov – 21 Dec
Spending money to satisfy emotional needs is
rarely a good thing. What will be satisfying is
gaining deep intimacy and understanding with
others. Show loved people your heart-felt values.
Also a great time to sort out, de-clutter, break
bad habits, recycle and remove rubbish of any
sort; emotional or physical.

Ancient Moon Gardening
for July 2013
Dates
AEST
July

Moon Position
and Phase

Ancient Moon Gardening
Planting and sowing days
A day of Rest!
Cultivate an attitude of gentle
nurturing

8th

New Moon
In Cancer

15th

Waxing Fertile 1st
Quarter

16th 17th
18th 21st

Waxing Fertile 2nd Perfect for all sowing and
Quarter
planting. Especially for
vegetables that bear fruits or
seeds for eating.

23rd

Full Moon
In Aquarius

25th 26th

Waning Fertile
Moon
3rd Quarter

Perfect for all sowing and
planting. Especially for
vegetables whose leaves we
eat.

Official gardeners rest day, so
do nothing. 
Harvest an attitude of
cooperation.
Plant root crops

AEST
Correct for Vic NSW QLD and Tas. S.A. subtract ½ hour.
W.A subtract 2 hours. N.T subtract ½ hour. NZ Add 2 hours

For more information have a look at the Super Almanac at
www.ancientmoongardening.com.au

It will make a perfect gift!

The Answer to a Green Screen?

There comes a time when you want a growing green screen to
hide something unsightly, or to give privacy. So you plant a
hedging plant. But you find that it just does not hide what it’s
meant to hide?
Ahhh….. I have the answer. All it comes down to is pruning
regularly; and at the right time!
I can hear you question why pruning will make a plant more
Capricorn 22 Dec – 19 Jan
effective as a hedge.
Some of your loved ones are going through a
Think about it like this. The more branches you have, the more
huge process of change and much needed
leaves you will have. The more leaves you have, the thicker the
expansion. They keep changing their minds. Do
hedge will be.
you feel emotional, and maybe a little hurt, or

left behind? Give yourself a hug and do
something for yourself. And it’s a good time to
rearrange the furniture to help gain a fresh
outlook.
Aquarius 20 Jan – 18 Feb
This is a perfect month to focus on health issues,
healthy living and to start good habits. Also pay
attention to you responsibilities. In fact, make a
list of them. Start with your body and include
every facet of daily life. You may be surprised at
how many you have.
Pisces 19 Feb – 20 March
Time to play! Let your inner big kid out for a party
or take a risk and do something new and fresh.
Your creativity is at its peak and will enhance
your hobbies, any romances as well as
connections with young people. Play like a kid
and feel free to express yourself. Enjoy.
*
Did you know that the Sun moves into the 12
signs of the zodiac on slightly different dates each
year. If you are born close to the border of two
signs then you are on the cusp and you are a
blend of the two sun signs. The dates here are
the 2012 Sun Ingress dates for Australia. Source is
Solar Fire from Esoteric Tecnologies.

Happy Birthday Greetings go out to
Cancer 21 June – 22 July
“What you are speaks so loudly, I cannot
hear what you are saying.” Ralph Waldo
Emerson
Thank you to the Cancerian who calls me
when I am just about to call them and
teaches me about intuition!

Every pruning encourages more branches to form. One branch
will turn into three. Prune those and they turn into nine. Prune
those and you get twenty seven. Prune those and you get
….darn it, where is the calculator? But you get the picture.
I would prune a hedging plant at least 4 times a year and take off
a little, not a lot, so that it grows thicker and thicker. Of course
you need to prune when it’s an ideal pruning time by the Moon
to encourage growth. Once your hedge is at the right height and
thickness, you then prune at an ideal time by the Moon to
reduce growth to keep the hedge under control.
You would prune to encourage growth when the Moon is in a
fertile sign and when it is increasing in visible size, i.e. waxing.
You would prune to reduce growth when the Moon is in a fertile
sign and decreasing in visible size, i.e. waning.
All this is available in the Super Almanac. Ask me for more
details.
And have fun in your garden. 

News from the Stars
8th July New Moon in Cancer
8th July Saturn turns direct in Scorpio
13th July Mars enters Cancer
18th July Uranus turns retrograde in Aries
21st July Mercury turns direct in Cancer
22nd July Mars conjunct Jupiter in cancer
22nd July Venus enters Virgo
23rd July Sun enters Leo
23rd July Full Moon in Aquarius
The movement of the planets herald time when we feel mood
changes, times we are galvanized to take action, and others
times when we lack energy. There are shifts in feelings and
energy levels at all New and Full Moons, when planets move into
signs, or when there are connections (aspects) between planets,
or when they turn retrograde or move direct again.
Pay attention to the days when these shifts happen and notice
your feelings and energy levels. This understanding will enhance
your experience of life. Enjoy the ride!

Leo 23 July – 22 Aug

What’s that in the sky?

“Leadership is the ability to put the right people
in the right jobs and then stand on the sidelines
and be a rousing good cheerleader.” Unknown
Thank you to the Leo who demonstrates how to
be a great cheerleader.

For all you night owls

Is it a star or a planet? To get you bearings you only need to
remember that the sun rises in the east, sets in the west and the
warmest side of the house is north. 

Gossip Corner
Comet ISON will appear around November 29th
This comet is travelling very close to the Sun.
Here in the Southern Hemisphere it will be visible
low in the east just before sunrise. Some
astronomers say it will be easy to see, especially
if it has a tail which will be pointing upwards
away from the Sun. Other astronomers say it will
be barely visible. But I would look up just in case
you miss the sight of your life! Please do not look
directly at the Sun or you will likely be blinded.
Look near the Sun for the comet trail. Put it in
your diary and let’s see what we see! 

Look to the East, just after the Sun sets, to see Venus in her role
as the Evening Star. Say hello as she will look over us all month.
Let the Moon be your guide when the two lovely ladies of the
heavens will be together on the 10th and 11th July.
The King of the Gods, Saturn, will be directly overhead and the
Moon will guide you as she passes by on the 17th July. The
Scorpion will march across the heavens all through the evenings.
Let the Moon guide you as she passes Antares, the star in his
head, on the 18th and 19th July. And the Full Moon will be
shining in all her brilliant glory on the 23rd July.

Back to Back Therapies
Brian VanSchyndel 0351 275976

For all you early birds
Later in the month those with a flat horizon may get to see
Jupiter and Mars rise in the east just before the Sun rises. But I
think we will have to wait till next month. If you are one of the
lucky ones you will easily find brilliant Jupiter, then look close by
for the reddish star of Mars.
Bear in mind that the planets are not stars. The do not “make”
light and we see them only because the Sun is shining on them.
Just like the Moon.
The Southern Cross will always be visible slowly rotating in the
south. In the mornings it will be upside down and close on the
horizon but in evenings it will be nearly vertical and higher in the
sky. Let the two brilliant Pointer Stars show you the way.
Let yourself be awed!

And thank you to all of you that help me smile
at the world!

Readings - Your Map of “Now”

Thank You to those that keep me
healthy!
Joy Yoga
Lucilla Hammond 0356 331993

In my work I will always use both Astrology and Palmistry. The
Stars show your potential and your hands show how you grab
hold of life. Through them we look to your strengths, especially
now and to the future. And to see what to avoid, and what to
enjoy.
Moe at Gippstown Heritage Village on the Highway – Between
8 to 12.30 by appointment. The Gippstown Cafeteria does great
coffee and the Village is a wonderful place to visit! 
Traralgon –On Sunday the 21st at Dyoligy, the best big gift and
alternative shop in Traralgon. Book now to avoid delays.
Koonwarra in South Gippsland – Saturday 6th at the Artisan
Workshop Gardens Studio, located behind Milly and Romeos
(yummy) Bakehouse. Book now.

